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HTML5 Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2011

	Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) is the underlying markup language of the World Wide Web. It’s the common thread that ties together virtually every Web site, from largescale corporate sites such as Microsoft’s to single-page classroom projects at the local grade school.


	Don’t let the phrase “markup...
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Learning WML and WMLScriptO'Reilly, 2000
The next generation of mobile communicators is here, and delivering  content to them will mean programming in WML (Wireless Markup Language)  and WMLScript, the languages of the Wireless Application Environment  (WAE). The WAE allows information in almost all applications to be  formatted for display on mobile devices, such as cell phones, and...
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Similarity Search: The Metric Space Approach (Advances in Database Systems)Springer, 2005
The area of similarity searching is a very hot topic for both research and commercial applications. Current data processing applications use data with considerably less structure and much less precise queries than traditional database systems. Examples are multimedia data like images or videos that offer queryby-example search, product catalogs...
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ActionScript 3.0 Game Programming UniversityQue, 2007
Gary Rosenzweig's ActionScript 3.0 Game Programming University shows you how  to use ActionScript, the programming language behind Flash CS3 Professional. The lessons teach you all the basics of ActionScript programming through game examples, but the code can be easily adapted to non-game-oriented projects, such as web training and...
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3ds Max 9 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
A favorite of 3ds Max artists from beginners to pros!

Why is 3ds Max Bible a perennial bestselling favorite? Because whether  you're a beginner looking for a tutorial to get you up to speed on your first  day or an expert needing a reference to Max's advanced features, it's all here.  Loaded with advice, professional tips, and...
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101 Internet Businesses You Can Start from Home: How to Choose and Build Your Own Successful e-BusinessMaximum Press, 2006
Communicating with customers and other businesses has changed dramatically over the past century. It started with print, then radio, television, phone, and fax, and now all of us are operating in the fastest medium yet—the Internet. The future is bright for businesses that utilize the Net as a primary medium of communication and sales....
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Measurement and Modeling of Silicon Heterostructure DevicesCRC Press, 2007
When you see a nicely presented set of data, the natural response is: “How did they do that; what tricks did they use; and how can I do that for myself?” Alas, usually, you must simply keep wondering, since such tricks-of- the-trade are usually held close to the vest and rarely divulged. Shamefully ignored in the technical literature,...
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Windows Server 2008 Hyper-V: Insiders Guide to Microsoft's HypervisorSybex, 2009
Hyper-V is one of the top virtualization products, and this practical guide focuses on the essentials of Windows Server 2008 Hyper-V. Written by the Microsoft team behind the Hyper-V product, this book shows you how to perform key virtualization scenarios, such as server consolidation, software test and development, and a dynamic data center and...
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Adobe Photoshop CS5 One-on-OneDeke Press, 2010

	
		Master the fundamentals of Photoshop CS5 and make all of your images come alive. With Deke McClelland's unique and effective learning system, you get step-by-step tutorials, hours of DVD-video demonstrations, and lots of hands-on projects to help you improve your knowledge and hone your skills.

		
			Find out...
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PaintShop Photo Pro X3 For PhotographersFocal Press, 2010

	If you are a digital photographer who's new to PaintShop Photo Pro or digital imaging in general, or have recently upgraded to the all-new version X3, this is the book for you! Packed with full color images to provide inspiration and easy to follow, step-by-step projects, you'll learn the ins and outs of this fantastic program in no...
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Augmented Reality using Appcelerator Titanium StarterPackt Publishing, 2012


	I first starting thinking about human/machine augmentations in 2000 when I started a company

	focused in the Telco software space. Initially, I focused on how to enable wireless content

	development, but at that time, devices were primitive. High speed networks hadn't fully taken

	on in many areas of the U.S. for mobile networks...
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Essential PHP Tools: Modules, Extensions, and AcceleratorsApress, 2004

	This book is an essential guide to some of the best free add-ons to PHP. These add-ons, or tools, provide invaluable functionality for improving your PHP web applications, including accessing databases, generating robust Web forms, using page templating systems, creating and parsing XML documents, authenticating users, and much more.

...
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